Why Choose Cup Blending Versus Traditional Container
Blending?

With the Revolver® System…
your blending possibilities are endless

The advantages of portion cup blending versus traditional container
blending are… It’s fast, less labor intensive and eliminates all waste
associated with over estimated portions.
Bottom Line . . . . IT WILL SAVE YOU MONEY!!!

Choose a Blending Style
A Disposible Lid
Disposible Cup

Disposible Lid with Pull Off
Protective Tab

A

Blending With The Disposable Blending Lid and Cup
Perfect for creating family favorites such as milkshakes or beverages
that do not have ice cubes, simply place all ingredients into the cup and
place the lid on top. Fitting snug on the cup, the blending lid blends the
entire contents of the cup into a delicious, frozen beverage. Pull off the
protective tab covering, insert your straw and enjoy.
Single Portion Blend • Eliminates All Waste • Saves You Money

B

B Reusable Lid
Reusable Collar
Disposible Cup

Blending With The Reusable Blending Lid and Collar
For perfectly blended smoothies and delicious frozen beverages, the
reusable blending lid and collar is a fabulous way to create these yummy
favorites while still watching your bottom line. Portion blending and
fast cleanup is still foremost on the list of importance with the Revolver®
system. The blending lid fits over the cup and twists onto the blending
collar. Place upside down in the Revolver® and let it blend. When
finished, remove the lid and collar from the cup and hand the treat to
your customer topped with any style lid!

C Reusable Lid
Reusable Cup

Single Portion Blend • Eliminates All Waste • Saves You Money

MILKSHAKES
Powder with slush ice
Soft ice cream with flavor
concentrate
Frozen fruit with milk
Hard ice cream with milk
Powder with milk and ice

SMOOTHIES
All conventional methods
including:
Ice
Ice cream
Frozen fruit
Fruit
Fruit juice
Smoothie syrup

OTHER PRODUCTS
Just a selection from the
thousands that can be
produced!
Frappés
Iced cappuccino
Iced coffee
Iced sports drinks
Fruit slush
Soft ice cream
Frozen cocktails
and the list goes on . . . .

C

It may not always be necessary to utilize the “in the cup” blending
method. That is why with the Revolver®, single portion blending is still
possible using the reusable lid and cup.
Single Portion Blend • Eliminates All Waste • Saves You Money

The only limit to the ways of producing smoothies and other blended favorites is your imagination!
Central Marketing Module shown with MT1P-UL
(Granita Dispenser) and Rev-1 (Revolver Blender)

www.cecilware.com

Blending As a Traditional Blender, But With The Revolver Twist
- Reusable Lid and Reusable Cup!!!

®
Since 1911

Model #

Description

REV-1

One-Shot Revolver Blender

09151

Reusable Lid Kit Includes: reusable
lid, collar, blending cup

09152

Disposable Lid

09153

Reusable Lid

09155

Reusable Collar Large

09156

Reusable Cup

CMM-1

Central Marketing Module

RP16*

16 oz. Solo Disposable Cup

RSP22N*

22 oz. Solo Disposable Cup

* Please contact your local Solo cup
distributor to order these model
numbers or call 1-800-FOR-CUPS to
find a distributor near you.
Width: 9’’ Depth: 9’’ Height: 30½’’
Weight:32 lbs. Available June 2006
Electrical:120V, 500W, 4A; Motor
Speed:13,000 rpm HP:½

Cecilware Corporation • 43-05 20th Avenue • Long Island City, NY 11105
Tel: 718-932-1414, 800-935-2211 • Fax 718-932-7860 • www.cecilware.com

®
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Revolutionizing Frozen Beverage Preparation Worldwide!!!

Blend & Serve Frozen Beverages
In The Same Cup
The Revolver® system is a single portion blending
machine that blends a host of traditional favorites
such as Milkshakes or Malts, Iced Cappuccino, Iced
Coffee, etc. into delicious tasty treats.
Real fruit smoothies combining crushed ice, yogurt,
fresh fruit, and fruit juice are no problem. Best of all,
the Revolver® blends these beverages in the same
cup that’s given to the customer so there is:
• NO Messy Clean Up
• NO Container Sanitizing
• NO Waste
All in Just a Few Seconds

Features and Benefits:
• No Product Waste - At the end of the day, saving
money is what it’s all about. And that’s what
the Revolver® offers. The Revolver® blends all
ingredients in the same cup that’s given to the
customer, so you’re guaranteed not to waste a
single ounce!!!
• Less Labor Required - Since all blending is
performed in the cup, there are no containers to
clean.
• Reusable Blending Lid - Choose this lid when
blending beverages which contain ice or frozen
pieces, such as frozen fruit.
• Disposable Blending Lid - Perfect for
milkshakes, mixing soft serve ice cream with
flavor concentrate or syrup, mixing granita and
powder mix, etc.
• Blending Intervals - Blends from 5 to 25 second
intervals with pulse mode too!

www.one-shot.com

• Quiet - Known to be the quietest blender in the
worldTM, the Revolver® whispers its way through
the blending process, fast.
• Direct Drive Locking System - Ensures proper
alignment of blending cup in machine, resulting

in a smooth blending cycle.
• Open Door Safety System - The blender
automatically shuts off as soon as the door
opens.
• Requires Minimum Countertop Space - Only 9”
of countertop space needed.
Optional:
• P.O.P. Merchandising - The Revolver® can
display customized P.O.P. graphics on sides of the
blender.
• Central Marketing Module - An attractive P.O.P.
display sign that hold cups, lids and powder
packs.

Creating a milkshake has
never been this easy!
1) Pour the single portion packet into a cup
2) Dispense granita
3) Place blending lid on cup and blend for

Cecilware sells 2 and 3 flavor granita dispensers
as well; choose from 2½ gal. or 4 gal. bowls.
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